in a hurry in order to get the necessary money. The building scheme had
to be simple—a thousand seats at least, Sunday School rooms, a separate
chapel, offices for the church officers, kitchens, and a clubroom or two.
Such a programme as would have cost about five hundred thousand
dollars under ordinary conditions. We had to get the congregation inside
and fairly comfortable, if possible, for one hundred and fifty thousand,
The scheme was therefore the simplest thing that we could imagine. In-
credibly simple and economical. And, if I do say so xnyself, a damn good
scheme. The plans called for a light tenuous steel frame, flexible in shape
—a hex—resting for the sake of flexibility on rock ballast foundations. The
same foundations as used in the Johnson building at Racine and all the
other buildings I have built. The light steel skeleton was to be covered on
each side by heavy paper strung with steel wires (Steeltex) securely wired
to the skeleton and then the cement-gun process, so successful on the
West Coast and used in K.C. itself to waterproof old brick buildings, was
to be used to put a thin but sufficient shell over the insulating paper: the
shells were 2^' apart, held by the wires to the paper like plastering on a
lathed wall. This was to go on both inside and outside. Probably, I thought
(and still think), the most advanced and desirable cheap building con-
struction yet devised for any climate. Provided the Gunite is good. There
was little or no detail involved except the open framework of two shallow
sloping roofs over the two channels. All surfaces were plain. All corners
were slightly rounded to aid the Gunite process. The structure depended
upon its shape, graceful simplicity, and lightness of treatment for aesthetic
effect. The cost figures came in finally, but only after no one in K.C, had
confidence enough in the church and its architect, or faith in the novel
technique, to bid.
I turned to Ben Wiltscheck in the circumstances (emergency), and in
the midst of a turmoil such as conflicting interests and ideas can set up on
a building built by lawyers and a building commission enforcing an
antique code, Ben took on the main structure at about on© hundred
thirty-five thousand dollars, but leaving the chapel and the parking ter-
races and the block of Sunday School rooms to be built at a cost of about
twenty-five thousand more. We all then felt sure that the twenty-five
thousand would come in on top of the other forty thousand we needed,
when the character of our effort was recognised,
We went after a building permit, Snag one. The newly elected com-
missioner himself said he was an old foundation man and I couldn't put
anything like that foundation over on him.
'Never heard of pounded rock for foundations/ he said.
Said I, 'Look at the railroads of the country. Their heavy loads (moving
too) have been on rock ballast for a hundred years,*
Said he, 'Nothing to do with Kansas City foundations} peculiar condi-
tions in K.C. ground; cracks open in dry weather and walls settle/
*But the thick rock ballast would be just the equalizer for a thing like
that, Wouldn't crack nor could it harmfully settle.1
'Oh, tio! No! Not here in Kansas City* Nothing but concrete here,

